Abstract-This paper investigates Quality of Information (QoI) aware adaptive sampling in a system where two sensor devices report information to an end user. The system carries out a sequence of tasks, where each task relates to a random event that must be observed. The accumulated information obtained from the sensor devices is reported once per task to a higher layer application at the end user. The utility of each report depends on the timeliness of the report and also on the quality of the observations. Quality can be improved by accumulating more observations for the same task, at the expense of delay. We assume new tasks arrive randomly, and the qualities of each new observation are also random. The goal is to maximize time average quality of information subject to cost constraints. We solve the problem by leveraging dynamic programming and Lyapunov optimization. Our algorithms involve solving a 2-dimensional optimal stopping problem, and result in a 2-dimensional threshold rule. When task arrivals are i.i.d., the optimal solution to the stopping problem can be closely approximated with a small number of simplified value iterations. When task arrivals are periodic, we derive a structured form approximately optimal stopping policy. We also introduce hybrid policies applied over the proposed adaptive sampling algorithms to further improve the performance. Numerical results demonstrate that our policies perform near optimal. Overall, this work provides new insights into network operation based on QoI attributes.
(QoS) such as throughput, delay, and fairness, may not be accurate indicators of the suitability of information for a specific application. In order to address this issue, there has been interest in introducing new attributes which characterize the value of information relevant to a specific application [1] , [2] . Attributes such as provenance, accuracy and precision, reliability, corroboration and credibility, age/freshness, and timeliness have been used to define the quality of information [1] [2] [3] . Event detection applications for QoI are studied in [1] , [4] . Recently, there have also been studies which focus on transmission scheduling aspects in QoI-based networks [5] , [6] . In [7] , we have considered the trade-off between the attributes of accuracy and freshness for a single link.
In this work, we consider a network of multiple sensor devices that repeatedly process new tasks. The goal is to maximize a time average QoI-based utility minus (sensing and processing) costs. The QoI utility is general and can depend on a variety of QoI metrics such as credibility, accuracy, precision, and age. The main property of QoI is that it is a composite metric which deteriorates with age and increases with time due to additional information gathered. The amount of information that sensors collect varies randomly throughout time, which leads to uncertainty in the QoI utility evolution. Consequently, the essential decision to be made by the network via a centralized controller is whether to receive extra information, i.e., exploration, or report the information present in order to prevent the utility from degrading due to increased age, i.e., exploitation. This decision depends on the amount and quality of the information the sensors have already gathered at the decision instant. While the exploration-exploitation tradeoff has previously been studied for various wireless network scenarios, e.g., cognitive spectrum access [8] , [9] , autonomous resource management [10] , and QoS routing [11] , in this paper we specifically address the problem of adaptive sampling [12] , [13] which focuses on the determination of the time to report sampled data. The proposed adaptive sampling algorithms attempt to maximize time average QoI-minus-cost. The optimal behavior for sum utilities is characterized by value iteration, leading to a multidimensional continuing region for the sensor utilities. We then consider two specific task arrival patterns: i.i.d. arrivals and periodic arrivals. For i.i.d. arrivals, we show that approximate adaptive sampling algorithms based on the value iteration algorithm [14] is sufficient to approach optimality. For periodic arrivals, we also utilize approximations on value functions [15] [16] [17] , and provide algorithms which vary depending on both joint utility states and the amount of time left for the arrival of the next task. The algorithms provided are shown to avoid high computational complexity. For these two task arrival patterns, we then demonstrate that it is optimal to stop if the sum utility exceeds an upper threshold and continue if it is under a lower threshold. Finally, we address the alternative problem of maximizing total QoI utility subject to constraints on average cost expenditure. We apply methods from Lyapunov optimization [18] , and present a dynamic adaptive sampling algorithm which satisfies the constraints. This work provides new insights on QoI-based networking, which can accommodate for many different QoI attributes and applications. While we have focused on the model of the two-sensor network, the results and methodology provided in this work can be readily generalized to more than two sensors.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a network where two sensor devices ( and ) are issued tasks from an end user. Sensors observe separate phenomena, and gather information related with the task, which are to be reported to the end user (Fig. 1) .
We consider a slotted system where a random amount of information is gathered by the sensors at each slot. Information gathered by the sensors are associated with a QoI-based utility value for the end user. In particular, the QoI utility is a composite attribute which deteriorates with age and increases with additional information gathered in time.
Tasks arrive sequentially as either a periodic or random process, and once a new task arrives, the sensors are obliged to send the information accumulated about the previous task. On the other hand, we assume that the end user possesses knowledge about utility states of the sensors and may request the sensors to respond to the task before a new task arrives 1 . In particular, this decision to continue for exploration, or to stop for exploitation, which is carried out in a centralized manner at the end user, will be the main focus of this paper. The transmission from to and to are performed simultaneously.
Let , denote the stage number, i.e., the number of time slots that have elapsed since the current task was issued. The QoI utility at sensor , , 2, evolves as follows:
(1) where , , 2 are the discounting factors of the two sensors. The value corresponds to the raw utility added due to information collected at stage by sensor , for . We assume that both , , and , are non-negative i.i.d. random variables, that is, additional information gathered at any slot cannot have an adverse effect and utility degrades only due to age. This leads to the fol-lowing expression in terms of information arrivals at previous slots: (2) Sensors are heterogeneous in the sense that the values and processes can differ for each sensor.
In this setting, the end user will make a decision in order to maximize the total utility. The total utility function at the end user will be the summation of the individual utilities of the sensors ( ).
In addition, each slot where the sensors continue to gather information results in an operational cost , which may occur due to sensing and processing.
III. CONTROL OBJECTIVE Let , , 2 denote the QoI that are delivered to the end user from sensor for task under any policy (where ). Similarly, let denote the total processing cost incurred on task . This is equal to times the number of slots in which the control action of continue was chosen for task . Then, we consider the control objective of maximizing the time average QoI minus the average (processing and sensing) cost. Since the actions taken in a task do not effect the durations of other tasks, this is equivalent to maximizing the average QoI minus the total (processing and sensing) cost per task, which can be stated as: (4) Since the arrival times of tasks are independent of decisions, this maximization can be achieved by separately maximizing the expected QoI minus the total processing cost within each task arrival period. This problem falls into the class of stochastic shortest path (SSP) problems [21] . In particular, the problem always starts in the QoI state and terminates whenever the next task arrives. This SSP problem always terminates under any control policy due to the fact that the expected interarrival time of the tasks is finite. In the next section, we present the dynamic programming formulation for this problem.
IV. GENERAL SOLUTION
At each stage , the end user makes a decision to continue, or to stop. Stopping yields the current accumulated utility . If a new task arrives on the current stage, the system is forced to stop. Else, the system can choose to continue, with the hopes of accumulating a larger utility before stopping. For clarity of exposition, we represent the state of the system as , which implies that utilities and correspond to the values at stage , i.e., and , with also corresponding to . Bellman's equation [21] for the system is: (5) where is the optimal cost-to-go value function, is the processing cost, is the probability that a new task arrives at the next time slot, and is the expected value of . The term multiplying corresponds to the expected sum utility when the end user decides to continue but a task arrival occurs at the next stage, and the system is forced to stop. Note that the expectation in (5) is with respect to and , which are random variables. The Bellman equation shows that it is optimal to stop whenever the following inequality holds (and to continue otherwise): (6) We note that the left-hand-side (LHS) corresponds to the instantaneous sum utility.
In [7] , for the case with a single source, we were able to demonstrate that the optimal stopping rule is threshold-type for a class of task arrival patterns. Here, we also aim to characterize the decision by focusing on only the sum utility value, i.e., . To that end, we first introduce the following lemma: Lemma 1: For any fixed stage , is increasing in both and .
Proof: Fix
. Consider any such that and , where strict inequality holds for at least one. We want to show that . Suppose we are in stage , and let be a random variable representing the number of slots we continue after stage before stopping, assuming we use the optimal rule for achieving . So . Then we have:
Now assume we are in stage , but start with quantities . However, we use the same stopping rule , associated with the lesser quantities . Then this is a particular algorithm, not necessarily optimal, and so: (8) where the last line follows from (7) . We know that and , and so the sum of the first two terms on the right-hand-side above must be strictly positive.
Consider the one-dimensional version of the problem with only one sensor, and a single discount factor . Suppose and are defined as the optimal value functions for sensor state at stage , which solve the one-dimensional problems associated with discount factors and , i.e., result from the following Bellman equations:
Lemma 2: For all , , and integers , we have:
Proof: We prove that . The proof of the other inequality is similar. Let represent the optimal stopping time for the one-dimensional problem corresponding to , stage , and utility . That is, given utility at stage , is the random variable representing the optimal time to stop. That is: (12) Define as the optimal stopping time for the two-dimensional problem starting at stage with utilities , so that:
Then, because is optimal and maximizes the right-hand-side above, we have: (17) which holds regardless of the relation between and .
While (6) provides a stopping rule, by the Lemma 2, we know that the right-hand-side of (6) satisfies:
Lemma 3: Suppose it is optimal to stop for the one-dimensional problem at stage , with and . Then it is also optimal to stop for the two-dimensional problem. Similarly, if it is optimal to continue for the one-dimensional problem with and with , then it is also optimal to continue in the two-dimensional problem.
Proof: We just show the first statement, concerning comparison to the one-dimensional problem with , for brevity (the proof for is similar). If it is optimal to stop for the one-dimensional problem with , then we must have:
where the first inequality is the stopping condition for the onedimensional problem, the second follows from Lemma 2, and the third follows because is non-decreasing in and . Therefore, satisfies the condition (6). In the following sections, we consider cases where the one-dimensional problems satisfy a threshold rule. Then, from Lemma 3, at each stage , we can define thresholds as the threshold for the one-dimensional problem with , and as the threshold for the one-dimensional problem with , to claim that if it is definitely optimal to stop, and if is it definitely optimal to continue.
In general, the stopping rule depends on the vector at each stage , not only on the sum. We next characterize this region for two specific task arrival processes: (i) i.i.d. memoryless task arrivals with geometric interarrival times, and (ii) periodic task arrivals.
We first present simple monotonicity and convexity properties of : Lemma 4: For any fixed stage , is convex in . Proof: Consider any non-negative vectors and and any non-negative values such that . We want to show that: (21) As in the proof of Lemma 1, we have: (22) (23) where is the random variable associated with the optimal stopping rule, assuming we start in stage with utilities , and is the corresponding optimal stopping time given we start with utilities . By definition of optimality, the values of and are greater than or equal to the corresponding values when a random variable corresponding to any other stopping rule is used inside the expectations on the right-hand-side of (22) and (23) 
First, the optimal rule is to stop if the following is satisfied:
We first present the following structural result: Theorem 1: For any instantaneous sum utility value , there exists thresholds and ( ) which depend on , distributions of , , 2, and , such that:
, it is always optimal to stop.
• If
, it is always optimal to continue. Proof: We refer to the full proof at [7] for the optimality of a threshold-type stopping rule for the one-dimensional case with geometric task arrivals. Accordingly, the two-threshold rule readily follows from Lemma 3. Note that these thresholds are independent from the stage number.
While this characterization throws light for cases when the sum utility is too large or too small, next we pursue solutions which accommodate for general pairs.
A. Value Iteration Approximation
To characterize , we utilize the well known value iteration algorithm [21] . The general procedure is given as follows:
The difficulty is that the functions grow increasingly complex as functions of . We can use convexity and Jensen's inequality via (27) to obtain a simple lower bound on the expectation of the value function in (31): Therefore, by (31):
This inspires the following iterations for bounding functions : The iterations (33)-(34) converge, because we observe they are the exact value iterations in a system where rewards are deterministically equal to the constants on every stage.
Lemma 5: For each and every non-negative vector , we have:
Proof: It holds for . Suppose it holds for a general . We prove it also for . We have by (32):
where the final inequality holds by the induction assumption . We demonstrate the closeness of the bounding functions to the optimal value function in Fig. 2 , for , , , with and independent Bernoulli with , with
. For illustrative purposes, we vary utility of sensor 2, and display the value functions for the special cases where , i.e., both sensor states are equal, and the case when . "Opt" corresponds to the optimal value function for each of these two cases, which was obtained by value iteration performed using the full distribution of and . On the other hand, "Bnd" corresponds to the value function resulting from the bounding algorithm with a sufficient number of iterations, while "Bnd, " depicts the value function for the simpler case where only 2 iterations are used for the bounding function. Next, we utilize these bounding functions in a reduced-complexity adaptive sampling algorithm.
B. Adaptive Sampling via Bounding Functions
Perfect value iterations require extensive computation requirements due to expectations over , values at each iteration step. In order to reduce computational requirements in adaptive sampling, we propose algorithms which are inspired by the approximate dynamic programming approach called Certainty Equivalent Control (CEC) [21] . This implies that if the continue condition (39) for approximate algorithm is satisfied, it will definitely be satisfied in the actual optimal algorithm (6) .
Hence, we denote set of points which lead to continue decisions in the approximate algorithm as the Sufficient Region for Continuing, in the sense that satisfying (39) is sufficient to guarantee that the optimal decision is to continue.
It is possible to further simplify the adaptive sampling algorithm by using a finite order-iteration for the bounding functions. For such simplified algorithms, it is possible to approximate the SRC with the union of finite number of halfspaces.
Consider in (31), where satisfying the following relation leads to the fact that continuing is optimal (Note that For clarity, we do not present the approximate forms or the relations explicitly for . The main observation is that after , some of conditions from the previous iterations are preserved, along with additional continuing relations.
The pairs that satisfy either of the continuing conditions above lead to a subset of the continuing region for a given approximation order, i.e., the pairs for which the continuing decision will definitely be made.
We illustrate stopping regions for the optimal algorithm and approximate algorithm with bounding functions in Figs. 3 and  4 , specifically for , , and independent Bernoulli random variables with , with . . Blue regions correspond to where stopping is optimal and white regions correspond to regions where continuing is chosen by the algorithms.
As stated in Theorem 1, sum utility does not solely define the continuing condition for an intermediate region of vales. In particular, the sensor with larger is encouraged to wait for a larger QoI before making the stopping decision. In other words, it can afford to wait more for exploration since its utility is not degraded as fast as the other sensor. Moreover, as expected, the set of points that are guaranteed to be in the continuing region shrinks as reduces. Consequently, the maximum value which definitely leads to a continue decision reduces with lower , , 2.
C. Hybrid Algorithms
We also propose a hybrid adaptive sampling algorithm which has intermediate complexity. While the algorithm uses the bounding functions to approximate the value functions, it uses the full distribution in the decision stage, i.e., chooses the following actions:
(ii) Continue, if
We will demonstrate that the hybrid approach will further approach the performance of the optimal adaptive sampling algorithm.
VI. PERIODIC ARRIVALS
We next consider the case where tasks arrive periodically, once every slots. Thus, each task has a fixed deadline of slots.
in (6) , it is always optimal to stop.
• If
, it is always optimal to continue. Proof: We again utilize Lemma 3 and the existence of a threshold-type rule for the one-dimensional case. We refer readers to [7] for the proof for the case with periodic task arrivals for a single sensor device.
In order to pursue more general two-dimensional stopping rules, let us re-visit (49). These conditions give a set of equations to be satisfied simultaneously. Since the expressions are rather straightforward for and , we pursue the solution via backward induction. As in the geometric arrival case, we use a sequence of bounding functions which use mean values of random variables. By adopting Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 for the expectation terms in the RHS of (49) we obtain lower bound approximations to the value functions. For instance,
If
is less than the resulting term in the RHS, it will definitely be less than the term that would have resulted using the original value iterates, since . Consequently, the Sufficient Region for Continuing relations at stage are given by the union of the halfspaces defined by , and . We next generalize this result for an arbitrary stage number. 
The recursion will result being the maximum of two terms, first being , or inserting the expression in (54) to the RHS of the recursion resulting in: (55) (56) (57) i.e.,
This implies a continuing condition in accordance with the structural form of (51)- (53) for , i.e., each stage backwards an additional expression with the structured form is introduced to be compared with as a continuing condition. Next, we establish a relationship between the maximum values can take to be still in order to definitely make a continue decision for different stages.
Lemma 6: The maximum value of to guarantee continue decision at stage , , is non-increasing with stage number, i.e., . Proof: Recall that as the stage index increases, the number of possible continuing relations that can be satisfied reduces. Moreover, due to the structural form (51)-(53), at any stage , the remaining continuing conditions are identical to of the conditions at previous stages. As a result, the sufficient region for continuing at a stage is a subset of the sufficient region for continuing of previous stages (Figs. 6-7) . Accordingly, by graphical arguments, it can be readily shown that the maximum that continuing is guaranteed to be the optimal decision is non-increasing with stage number. Specifically, the level curves for decreasing intersect with the sufficient region for continuing either at a smaller value, or at identical compared with regions of previous stages.
Remark 1:
This result is in line with the intuition that as the deadline approaches, the thresholds on sum utility to stop decrease as there are fewer opportunities to increase the QoI utility.
Finally, for the periodic case, we propose the following approximate adaptive sampling algorithm using the bounding functions:
• • If stage number is , stop, report the information to the end node and start addressing the new task. Remark 2: While it may seem that there are a potentially large number of continuing relations to check at initial stages (e.g., for the first stage), we argue that the actual operation is likely to result in a lower complexity. This is due to the fact that whenever one of the conditions are satisfied, the checking is aborted for that stage. Moreover, for initial stages it is likely that the utilities are low due to insufficient information accumulation and even the first continuing conditions are likely to succeed (Figs. 6-7) , reducing computational time considerably. As for later stages, even though the utilities are expected to increase, the maximum number of continuing relations to be checked reduce as we approach the deadline. In this aspect, the adaptive sampling algorithm, resembles receding horizon approaches [22] .
Remark 3: While for clarity purposes we have selected the most concise multiuser scenario with two sensors, the adaptive sampling algorithms proposed in this paper can be readily extended to the case of sensors, with . Similar with the two-sensor case, Bellman equations will provide stopping rules comparing current sum utility of sensors with expressions consisting of value functions as in (5) . The upper and lower thresholds which guarantee correct decisions by only observing sum QoI utility over all sensors can equivalently be defined using the maximum and minimum parameters among all sensors. The principles regarding convexity and relations via Jensen's inequality will provide bounding functions for -dimensional value functions, which can be used for approximate algorithms. The main difference will be that the state dimensionality will increase. Accordingly, for both the case with geometric and periodic arrivals, the continuing regions will be defined by L-dimensional spaces. In order to reduce complexity of algorithms, one method we propose is to combine sensors with similar into classes, and treat them as a single sensor. This will reduce the dimensionality of the regions.
VII. AVERAGE COST CONSTRAINED QOI-BASED ADAPTIVE SAMPLING
In this section, we consider the related problem to (4) where we are interested in maximizing the time average of the QoI reward given average cost constraints per each task. We approach the problem by optimizing time averages in systems with independent and identical behavior over renewal frames.
The state at the beginning of each task can be considered as a renewal state. We are interested in developing a control algorithm which maximizes a time average of a reward process associated with the system. We address the problem by Lyapunov optimization [18] , [23] . However, unlike the classical setting where a one-shot greedy decision is performed each time slot, we are involved with a more complex problem, where renewal frames may have a different length and we are involved with a sequence of random events within each frame [24] . Hence, in contrast to one-shot decisions every slot, we must specify a policy, i.e., a contingency plan for making decisions over the course of the frame in reaction to the resulting system events.
More specifically, we choose a policy to minimize the drift plus penalty (or equivalently drift minus reward) every frame. We define the state as the recurrent state of the Markov chain defining the QoI reward evolution. Accordingly, re-visitations to the state lead to renewals, and the drift minus reward technique can be applied.
At the beginning of each task, i.e., renewal frame , controller selects policy from the abstract policy space . We denote as the processing cost expended for frame . is a random function of the policy , i.e., , and is conditionally independent of events in previous frames given policy , identically distributed over all frames that use the same policy .
Consider the frame average expressions, for :
We define the infinite horizon frame-average expectation by
Long-term averages of the QoI utility reward can also be defined similarly, denoted as . The optimization problem we are interested is formally defined as: (61) (62) where is a bound on the long term average cost expenditure per task. Note that since task arrivals are not effected by actions taken by the sources, the above objectives and constraints are also equivalent to the time-average values. Specifically, the time average cost expenditure is equal to and the time average cost constraint is with time-average objective , where is the mean task inter-arrival time, e.g., for the geometric task arrival case and for the periodic task arrival case.
To treat constraint (62), we define virtual queues [23] with and update equations:
for task . The intuition is that if we can stabilize the queue , then the time average of the service process is greater than or equal to the time average of the arrival process . It is well known that backpressure policies based on Lyapunov stability is the most prominent approach for stabilizing queues [18] .
We define the Lyapunov function as (64) which is a measure of the size of the virtual queue backlog. Since (65) for , the Lyapunov drift is written as [18] ( 66) where is a bounded term, due to bounded second moments of and . If we add expected penalty terms (or equivalently subtract expected QoI reward terms) to the above expression, we have (67) where is a non-negative parameter that weighs the extent to which we emphasize utility maximization. The algorithm aims to minimize Lyapunov drift thereby maximizing the following expression at each task :
(68) Maximization of (68) involves the dynamic program studied in previous sections for each task . We refer to [24] for a detailed treatment of the class of Lyapunov optimization algorithms tailored for renewal systems.
In particular, the previous formulation which maximizes the difference between QoI utility minus cost corresponds to the case where the virtual queue size is unity for all tasks. The main effect of the virtual queues is to transform the unit processing cost to for task . As a result, a dynamic program is formulated for each task and solved with instead of . If the cost expended in previous tasks are high, the virtual queue grows and results in a high multiplier, i.e.,
. This, in turn increases the penalty for continuing, and results in a policy which tends to stop earlier. This can be also visualized by considering the fact that increasing reduces expressions that are being compared with in (6) . On the other hand, if cost consumptions at previous tasks are low, the virtual queue size is small, resulting in a reduced effect on cost for the current task, leading to an increased threshold for transmission.
Note that in addition to specifying the exact policy by solving the dynamic program for each task, we also perform the queue update by observing the resulting values, and update virtual queues by (63). 
VIII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical results which demonstrate performance of the adaptive sampling algorithms discussed. Throughout majority of the simulations, we compare the derived algorithms with an algorithm which stops every slot with a fixed probability, which is equal to the reciprocal of the expected task period. In the special case when the new task arrives before any reporting decision, the adaptive sampling algorithm forces to send the information. We call this algorithm naive.
First, in Fig. 8 , performance of algorithms for the case with Geometric task arrivals is investigated in terms of average QoI utility(reward) minus cost per task by varying . While the specific sensor network application and deployment scenario would affect parameters associated with utility, costs and amount of information gathered, the parameters used in this simulation are , , and . Information arrivals every slot are Bernoulli with mean values , and . It is readily seen that the algorithm based on bounding functions performs closely to the optimal algorithm and significantly outperforms the naive algorithm, which does not use any explicit information about the current QoI state of the network. Moreover, it is observed that a low number of value iterates performs fairly well. Finally, we also observe that the hybrid algorithm reduces the gap with optimality with a moderate complexity. Specifically, to provide insight on the complexity of these different algorithms, the curves in Fig. 8 require computational time of 3.12 sec for naive, 4.62 sec for bounding function approximation with sec for bounding function, and 22.39 sec for the hybrid algorithm.
Next, in Fig. 9 , we present performance of the case with periodic task arrivals. Specifically, the task period is varied for , , Bernoulli , with and , and . We again observe that the approximate adaptive sampling algorithm performs closely to the optimal adaptive sampling algorithm and significantly outperforms the naive algorithm. Moreover, as task period increases, it is also observed that the maximum QoI utility per task also increases. This is attributed to the fact that there are more opportunities to increase the utility before the new task forces the sensors Fig. 9 . QoI utility-minus-cost for periodic task arrivals, , . to respond. Another outcome is that as discussed in Remark 2, at the initial stages, the first condition in (51) is sufficient for the algorithm to make the continue decision for strong majority of the tasks. As stage number increases, additional continuing conditions might be needed more frequently, but the maximum number of conditions to be checked are also reduced. Finally, we demonstrate results for the case with constrained average costs in Fig. 10 . We limit the average cost constraint per cost as , with , and vary . It is observed that the modified adaptive sampling algorithm based on Lyapunov optimization indeed keeps the average cost per task below 0.5 for all cases. We also note that the constraint is not always tight, particularly as increases. Increased task arrival probability reduces the number of stages for each task, and consequently the cost expended per task.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have considered QoI-aware adaptive sampling for a network of multiple sensor devices. We have focused on the problem of maximizing QoI utility-minus-cost for the scenario when information arrives randomly to sensors.
We have provided various low complexity near-optimal adaptive sampling algorithms which decide whether the sensors should respond or continue accumulating information for different task arrival patterns. These adaptive sampling decisions depend on the joint QoI state at the network, and decisions are made by checking whether the joint QoI states are in the continuing regions provided. The approximate adaptive sampling algorithms are demonstrated to approach optimal QoI-utility-minus cost for both geometric and periodic task arrival patterns. We have provided algorithms with different levels of complexity along with their closeness in performance to optimal algorithms. We have also proposed adaptive sampling algorithms which maximize QoI utility when the average operational cost per task is constrained. Leveraging tools from stochastic network optimization, we have develop algorithms which successfully balance exploration and exploitation for adaptive sampling with long-term cost constraints.
While the methodology provided in this paper can be readily extended to a multiple sensor network with more than two users, future work includes maximizing the sum QoI utility delivered in multi-sink environments, and other multi-user topologies. Consideration of arbitrary functions of the source utilities as the final QoI utility at the end user is also of future interest.
